
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE

October 29, 2013 • Roswell, Georgia | Strong core values have been a  key contributor to the success of  IT 
staffing firm Optomi, which continues to experience record-breaking growth within its first year of business.  Dedication to its 
people and the communities in which they live/work are central to the mission of Optomi.  So on the day it was founded, 
November 5th, Optomi gives its internal employees the opportunity to spend their workday (with full pay) serving others.  
Optomi has a big heart for those in need...especially little ones whose circumstances are beyond their control.  In honor of its 
1-year Anniversary, each of Optomi’s branches (Atlanta, Chicago, Dallas) will be helping families and children in need during this 
corporate hallmark event November 5th.  

The corporate office in the Atlanta market will be serving the organization CHRIS Kids... helping them update a foster home 
(painting, organizing, doing yard work ) and baking for the kids.   The Chicago & Dallas regions will be serving the Greater 
Chicago Food Depository and the North Texas Food Bank... helping package food for families in need. 

As an organization in an industry focused on people, Optomi believes in investing in people’s lives.  To learn more about Optomi’s 
commitment to enriching the communities in which it is involved, please visit www.optomi.com.  Photographs available after the 
event at www.optomi.com/giving-back.

Led by co-founders Michael Winwood (formerly the President & COO of Technisource) and Todd Black (formerly the Senior Vice 
President of Technisource), Optomi is an IT staffing company headquartered in Atlanta with branches in the downtown & 
suburban Chicago markets and Dallas.  The privately held company is trending to be one of the fastest growing national 
IT staffing firms. 

Optomi IT Staffing Company Donates Workday to do Local Charity Work
This hallmark day, November 5th, is the company’s 1-year Anniversary 

Optomi, LLC
500 Colonial Center Parkway
Suite 140
Roswell, Ga 30076
www.optomi.com

ABOUT OPTOMI, LLC
“DRIVING TOMORROW’S TECHNOLOGY WITH TODAY’S OPTIMUM TALENT.”

Optomi is inspired by: optimum…being the best...the ultimate. We are an IT staffing firm with a unique approach. Optomi has developed fresh phi-
losophies as cutting-edge as the technology we represent. With a revolutionary consultant-focused approach, Optomi is completely dedicated to 
genuinely serving its consultants, clients and employees. By utilizing innovative technologies and developing industry leading recruitment processes, 
we are able to deploy the best project managers, business analysts and technologists in the ever evolving spaces of mobile technology, network 
design, cloud and application development…making us a leader in the IT staffing world.
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